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-iles: Week 1 Day 5

m//////
p//////

t///////
sm/////

Circle the -iles words

miles

lot

piles

did

tiles

smiles

Find the -iles words in the sentences

I drove for miles to look at smiles.
There are piles of tiles.
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Skip Counting: Week 1 Day 5
Connect the dots by skip counting by 2s.
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Sight Word: “walk” Week 1 Day 5

walk

walk/walk

Find “walk” in the sentences below:

some could walk

walk

Dogs walk and birds fly.

walk

walk

ask

Let's walk to the park.

ask

walk some

walk

walk

walk could

fly

I can walk fast.

Can we go for a walk?
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fly

Math Roundup: Week 1 Day 5
Addition

8 + ___ = 12
___ + 9 = 17

15 24
+34 +43

6 + 7 = ___
Fill-Ins
___, 7, 8, ___, ___

7

||

15 - ___ = 9

4

|||| ||||

___ - 3 = 10

9

|||| ||

2

||||

Fact Families

4

8

12

23, ___, ___, ___,26

___ + ___ = ___

___, 36, ___, ___,39

___ + ___ = ___

51, ___, 53, ___, ___

___ - ___ = ___

74, ___, ___, 77, ___

___ - ___ = ___
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Subtraction

Tally Marks

8 - 4 = ___

Word Problem
There were 17 aliens in the UFO.
Then 4 more aliens got off the UFO.
How many aliens were there left?

___

___ = ___
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